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Date: 30th August 2017  Time & Location 12:30 – 14:00 – ReMCoWG - Dublin 

Chair:  Carl Murphy - ReMCoDS 

Attendees: Name Location 

 Alice Mooney ReMCoDS 

Elaine Gallagher (Observer) CER 

Kevin Shiels, John McGill UR 

John Bracken, Aileen Greaves, James Long ESBN 

David Kemp, Sarah Fuller Gemserv 

Gemma McHale, Joan-Edel Smith, Andrew McHugh NIE Networks 

Sean Doolin Electric Ireland 

Kevin Sheridan, Krystle Chapman Energia 

William Steele Power NI 

Siobhan Melvin  SSE Airtricity 

Eamonn Murtagh, Linda Tully Panda Power 

Jessica Gregory Prepaypower 

Stevie Donnelly, Gillian Kinsella BGE 

Apologies:  

Version 
Number 

1.0 

Status Draft 

 

Agenda: 

1.  Introduction 

2.  ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback 

3.  Actions from Previous ReMCoWG 

4.  Actions – New ReMCoWG Actions 

5.  ESBN/NIE Networks Update 

6.  CER SMART Metering Update 

7.  Retail Market Design Update 

8.  Next Steps & AOB 

 

 

1 – Introduction 

 

C Murphy enquired if everyone was happy to sign off and approve the last Working Group Minutes. 
 
All Agreed. 
Approved. 
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2 - ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback 

 
C Murphy presented the ReMCoSG Meeting Update. 
 
Refer to slide for details. 
 
There was 1 ReMCoSG Meeting held since the last ReMCoWG Meeting which took place on 23rd August 
2017.  
 
Next ReMCoSG Meeting is scheduled for 22nd November 2017. 
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2.  De-harmonisation discussion 

 
C Murphy outlined what was discussed with regard to de-harmonisation at the ReMCoSG Meeting. 
 
Subsequently K Shiels gave an update on de-harmonisation from the UR’s point of view. 
 
K Sheridan asked what the UR’s drive is behind de-harmonisation.  
 
K Shiels gave a background on harmonisation from his point of view. When harmonisation was put in place 
a number of years ago it was put in for a number of good reasons, i.e. Supplier efficiencies, ease of 
operation and to encourage competition north and south. All sides went into harmonisation on a best 
endeavours basis.  UR and indeed CER were very clear at that time that harmonisation should not interfere 
with jurisdictional freedom of movement and jurisdictional governance in the Retail market. This is very 
clear in the Governance arrangements and documents. Increasingly in the last two to three years, UR has 
been concerned that in practice harmonisation arrangements have started to impact on the freedom to 
manoeuvre.  
 
There were the original problem with TIBCO, Schema freezes and then uncertainty around future schema 
changes that were happening in ROI. Also in the intervening couple of years, the Retail Markets moved 
even further apart. An example of such is SMART Metering, where it is progressing in ROI. NI are not on 
the same page and are not even contemplating SMART Metering in the short term. The UR believe that it 
has almost got to the point whereby the “tail is wagging the dog” as things the UR wants to do in NI, it 
cannot do so because of IT constraints which are in essence being driven in ROI policy decisions. From 
UR’s perspective this is politically and economically a no-no.  
 
The decision to potentially de-harmonise is not just something the UR has rushed into. UR has been talking 
to ESBN, NIE Networks and CER for well over a year now about concerns about the harmonised 
arrangements and problems it was generating. UR has been trying to press ESBN and NIE Networks to 
deliver solutions that ESBN want and that also UR need. To be honest, those solutions haven’t been 
forthcoming. Fundamentally UR has a governance problem and at the moment the UR sees no other 
solution but de-harmonisation. As a result, UR has an internal already minded to decision to de-harmonise. 
A final final call on that decision needs to be made in the next month or two. He appreciates concerns that 
MPs will have and there will need to be discussions around various forums for practical workings for 
Suppliers and what this will mean for them. 
 
K Sheridan said that the examples that UR are giving here are IT problems, but ESBN have since now 
come out and said that they are addressing this issue. It appears to him that the UR is going for a divorce 
without mediation. He added that if ESBN does deliver a Schema every year for example, how does this 
differ from pre-harmonisation.  
 
K Shiels replied that he disagrees with two things. Firstly the UR is not jumping into anything as this issue 
has been discussed for well over a year now. Secondly the UR do not see that any of the proposals put 
forward by ESBN and NIE Networks meet the fundamental concern that the UR has with its freedom to  
manoeuvre  being hampered. There is no solution on the table that delivers the freedom to manoeuvre 
despite a year’s discussion. He doesn’t think that it was foreseen when harmonisation started that UR 
would get into this situation. UR didn’t know the length and duration to what our policy in NI can be 
hampered and didn’t have that explained to it that this would be an outcome. UR have seen it emerge over 
time.  
 
W Steele stated that the difficulty in getting schema releases etc. is not just a regulatory frustration but a 
Supplier frustration as well. In terms of a de-harmonised environment, will that scenario be changed? What 
would be NI’s capability then for delivering more than one schema release per annum and would de-
harmonisation solve that frustration that Suppliers also have? 
 
G McHale replied that it will depend on what the particular DRs exist. The timeline, the amount of work and 
effort, the volume and type of change request will differ. It is difficult to quantify in this point in time but NI’s 
change request process will not differ. NIE Networks will still have to go through impact assessment.  
 
K Shiels said that there is a discussion taking place between NIE Networks and UR around the practicality 
of de-harmonisation and what the environment post de-harmonisation will look like.  
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From a regulatory point of view, UR will have freedom to have discussions with NIE Networks on Schema 
releases. From his point of view, UR has been reasonably reasonable and patient about this for over a year 
now and have been left with a fundamental problem which it didn’t envisage and sign-up to. The 
governance arrangements don’t allow for this and there is no other answer.  
 
J Bracken said that being honest he is surprised and disappointed with the message that the UR is giving. 
He understood that the release he was putting forward was covering the items that UR were looking for. He 
understood, UR’s concern with the freeze and concerns about the frequency of releases. He wasn’t aware 
of anything else that was causing the UR difficulty and thought that ESBN had removed all the difficulty and 
log jams. He would be interested in the specifics in what is causing the UR’s decision to de-harmonise. It is 
very worrying from his perspective and ESBN would welcome an opportunity to engage in discussion to see 
what can be done.  
 
J Gregory asked CER for its position on SMART Metering given that it would be pushed out as a result of 
de-harmonisation. Is it acknowledged that this will happen? The SMART Metering timelines will be 
irrelevant if de-harmonisation is a reality. 
 
E Gallagher replied that because there has not been a definitive decision on de-harmonisation, the CER 
has not looked at how this would impact SMART Metering. This would have to be worked out when a 
definitive decision has been made.  
 
J Gregory said it seems that the discussions have been underway for over a year and it sounds like it’s a 
real reality that de-harmonisation is going to happen.  
 
J Bracken reported that the ReMCoSG on 23.08, was the first time that he heard that UR were “minded to 
de-harmonise”. Up to that point it was exploratory and the ReMCoSG was the first time he had heard a 
change to that. Certainly, he would be very conscious of people considering what the impacts are with 
regard to SMART Metering because a decision hasn’t been made yet. He is concerned that something 
could be lifted here today. 
 
K Shiels replied that he has been telling the ReMCoSG for last three or four Meetings that UR had a big 
problem with harmonisation. UR told the ReMCoSG internal discussions about de-harmonisation to 
understand if to take it forward. In between the last ReMCoSGs Meetings that discussion happened and UR 
got the go ahead to proceed with a discussion on de-harmonisation. There shouldn’t be any surprise as UR 
had flagged that the issue was under examination. UR had been talking to ESBN and NIE Networks for 
about six months about potential solutions, freezes, agile systems and he thought UR were very clear about 
that. The solutions put forward haven’t addressed the concerns UR has. Bi-lateral discussions should now 
take place. He has always been clear and transparent and he’s not trying to hide anything on de-
harmonisation. The Supplier Reps have been on the ReMCoSG Meetings and UR has mentioned de-
harmonisation at the last three of four meetings. UR will be talking to NIE Networks and Suppliers as this 
will affect their businesses. There is a final final point where UR will just say that de-harmonisation is what it 
is finally doing and will then have to get a program to deliver it. He understood from the last ReMCoSG that 
UR’s final final decision needs to be made sooner rather than later. The message he was getting from 
colleagues as that the decision could be made later on in 2018 but it now seems that the decision needs to 
happen earlier in 2018.  
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G Kinsella said for a change of this magnitude does UR not agree that consultation is needed in order to 
get views from all MPs and indeed Customers as well, so that they can put forward their views on whether 
the regulatory freedom that UR is talking about is in their best interest. Their voice hasn’t been included in 
conversions at this point in time.  
 
K Shiels replied that he has no problem with consultation itself but what you have to remember that there is 
a regulatory principal at stake here which isn’t an issue for Suppliers but is more for the two RAs with 
regards to governance of the Market and manoeuvrability. UR needs to be absolutely clear on this. If there 
should be impacts on Suppliers then UR will talk to Suppliers. UR considers this forum discussion as 
consultation in one sense. What UR is trying to convey is that there is a fundamental principle here that isn’t 
open for negotiation. The fact is that UR’s statutory duties require it to have the control and freedom to 
regulate.  
 
K Sheridan reported that it is increasingly visible that it is not a technical issue at stake here but a 
governance one. He asked what has been the level of engagement and discussion with CER and this 
seems to be one of the problems here. He said then that is it true to say that there has been no direct 
engagement other than the ReMCoSG. For something on this scale surely there needs to more dialogue 
between the two RAs.  
 
K Shiels replied that discussions have been happening through the ReMCoSG. CER have been asked 
several times as to what their views on de-harmonisation are. He appreciates that CER are probably 
observers at this forum today but have has known all about this. If CER want to take a position on this in 
due course publically with Suppliers then that is up to them. CER haven’t given UR any public position on 
de-harmonisation.  
 
S Melvin reported as the ROI Supplier Rep, Suppliers have put the question of de-harmonisation to CER for 
their position, but that CER replied they won’t consider de-harmonisation until a decision by UR has been 
made.  
 
K Sheridan added that the magnitude of De-harmonisation warrants that there now has to be proper 
dialogue between the CER and UR.  
 
S Doolin reported that in the recent revised SMART Metering proposal it is clearly stated that there is an 
assumption in there that if de-harmonisation were to proceed then all bets are off which makes it very much 
centrally a CER issue.  
 
E Gallagher stated that she was speaking as an observer at this forum, however that in her view SMART 
Metering so far has operated on the basis that de-harmonisation was not taking place. Obviously if there is 
a decision taken in the near future to de-harmonise then CER will take stock. 
 
K Sheridan stated that it will be too late when the decision has been made. 
 
S Doolin added that the matter of de-harmonisation has been on the ReMCoSG Minutes for quite some 
time.   There was clear indication that de-harmonisation was a realistic probability and now we have quite a 
clear statement that it has even gone a little bit further down that line. It seems a little bit odd that CER are 
standing off in taking a position on this when it is centrally connected to the success of Suppliers 
businesses and also as a dependency on the delivery of SMART Metering.  
 
E Gallagher added that from a CER perspective it has put some pressure on ESBN at the ReMCoSG 
Meetings to provide some sort of solution to barriers to schema releases and to provide a realistic way of 
solving any such problems. But if the issue at stake is a broader policy or internal regulatory question, 
which does not relate to providing a work-around solution to operational delays, then then this is a different 
issue to be addressed and considered by UR. She noted S Doolin’s point in terms of engagement of CER. 
She will take this back and CER will come back with next steps in terms of this. From her perspective, even 
though de-harmonisation was muted for quite a while it was not immediately clear to her that it was 
definitely on the cards and the first she heard of a minded to position in such strong terms was at the last 
ReMCoSG Meeting. She notes the concerns of Suppliers. 
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S Doolin stated that there is an action for CER to state its position now that the UR has made it clear that it 
has a minded to position to de-harmonise.  
 
E Gallagher replied that she does not think it’s appropriate to do anything in advance of a final final decision 
being made. Any interaction before that it pre-emanative. 
 
J Gregory reported that surely there should have been meetings taking place between the two RAs that 
make up the “harmonised Market” in order to pre-empt this issue. J Gregory added that Suppliers would like 
to have a position from CER as to how they can reflect this matter for the market in ROI. This needs to be 
escalated as it sounds like that one of the parties in the divorce has decided that it is going to go ahead 
then the other party can’t just sit back.  
 
E Gallagher replied that there has been engagement at the ReMCoSG level. E Gallagher replied that she 
cannot come back with a position on this matter at this forum but will take this matter to L Brien and should 
have an update at the next ReMCoSG. 
 
S Melvin reported that the next ReMCoSG meeting is not until 22.11.2017. She added that at two 
ReMCoSG Meetings ago, Suppliers asked for a cost based analysis to be conducted because at the end of 
the day its customers that are going to have to pay for harmonisation in the first instance, two TIBCO 
projects in between and now they could be paying for de-harmonisation.  
 
E Gallagher replied that she appreciates that this is a major issue for Suppliers but the CER has engaged in 
terms of looking at practical issues, obstacles, schema releases and asking questions and engaging at the 
ReMCoSG level. She acknowledged she was not party to all discussions taking place on this topic. She 
proposed to consult internally and look at where CER is now in terms of what steps CER might take going 
forward. There are two streams, one at looking at practical implications in the Market, Schema releases etc. 
and the second a governance issue. The governance issue is within the ambit of UR. 
 
G Kinsella added that it is a bit troublesome that the regulatory freedom is seen to trump all other concerns 
here. There doesn’t seem to be a look at the whole picture and taking the customer into mind.  
 
K Shiels replied that he doesn’t agree with the way G Kinsella has described it. He has tried to explain how 
important that fundamental regulatory control is. UR’s regulatory control is not an issue for consultation or 
discussion and it is a legal requirement. Unlike I-SEM, harmonisation was never set up with a legal basis. It 
was never setup with any sort of statutory framework behind it. It was always explicitly on best endeavours 
basis. He disagrees with the term “harmonised market”. It was never a harmonised market. It was a 
harmonised set of IT arrangements and Market Schema and that is all it was ever meant to be. Explicitly 
regulatory policy, freedom to manoeuvre and controls were always outside of it along with retail policy and 
retail regulation. UR is concerned that the outcome of the arrangements are now something that the UR 
hasn’t envisaged. No one has come to us with a solution to that and UR is left in an untenable situation.  
 
J Bracken wished to clarify that all the requirements from the NI Market are included in the Retail Market 
Plan. The plan caters for a release in Easter 2019, another in 2020, 2022 and that has all been committed 
to every two years on. Everything on the radar has been covered in the plan. This appears to now be a 
broader issue. 
 
C Murphy stated that de-harmonisation is a very important topic and MPs could spend another few hours 
talking about this matter. This topic is on the ReMCoSG as a standing item and the IGG as a standing item. 
There have been expressions of concerns raised at this forum about the impact de-harmonisation will have 
on MPs. Questions been put forward to K Shiels with regard to having a workshop to see if any further 
discussion could have an influence on the UR decision. The feedback from K Shiels is that this is not a 
decision that will be influenced by MPs but is at a regulatory level. He asked how the forum would like to 
proceed on this matter. 
 
S Donnelly stated that he would like to see next steps from both RAs. He asked K Sheridan is the UR will 
be making its final final decision in a month’s time. 
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K Shiels replied that UR is doing some internal consultations before reaching the final final decision. This 
needs to happen within the next three/four months.  
 
J Bracken said just to be clear, final decision by year end 2017? 
 
K Shiels replied that he doesn’t want to put a definite date on it but UR is talking about early 2018 at the 
latest. To help he will offer to speak to L Brien and CER about this particular issue given everything that has 
been discussed at this forum. He is happy to discuss next steps with L Brien. 
E Gallagher thanked K Shiels for attending the meeting and also committed that L Brien would engage with 
K Shiels on this topic with a view to informing industry of next steps.   
 
C Murphy stated that UR will engage with CER to discuss things further and report back the immediate next 
steps at the ReMCoWG Meeting. 
 
K Shiels replied that the ReMCoWG is not on until the 01/11/2017. 
 
G McHale suggested that we have a ReMCoWG conference call sometime in October.  
 
K Shiels added that he will speak to L Brien as soon as possible and leave it up to her to see what way she 
wants to engage with ROI parties.  
 
S Doolin asked if a final decision is make in the next period of time, what might be UR’s expectation on the 
UR’s delivery on that decision if the decision was to de-harmonise. 
 
K Shiels replied that once UR gets the green light to de-harmonise, it’s out of his remit at the minute to be 
able to say how long that would take and he doesn’t want to put ESBN or NIE Networks under any undue 
pressure on that.  
 
J Bracken said that we would be saying that it would be after Easter 2019 at the earliest before work on this 
could start. 
 
G McHale added that a lot of work would need to take place in relation to governance and systems for a 
period of time. Once a final decision has been made then an approach would be decided upon.  
 
C Murphy suggested that there would need to be a lot of regulatory and non IT questions to be answered 
before changes be made to IT systems. 
 
At the end of the discussion, the following two new Actions were logged: 
 
Action 155: De-harmonisation - CER and UR to engage at director level. 
 
Action 156: De-harmonisation – CER/UR to update the ReMCoWG with the next steps. 
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3. Actions – Previous ReMCoWG 

 
C Murphy provided the Action Items Update. 
 

2 Actions were closed since the last ReMCoWG Meeting. 
 
1 Action was logged at the last ReMCoWG. 
 
1 Action has been carried forward. 
 

Action Items 

 153 Supplier Release 2.3.4 – Suppliers to respond with a generic Email Address to Capita and/or 
NIE Networks. 

Update for 
ReMCoWG 

 Suppliers were reminded at the last WG to send a generic email address to NIE Networks. 

 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 G McHale reported NIE Networks has received another four of five responses so this action can 
be closed. Any Supplier who hasn’t responded with a generic email address will use an email 
contact which has been provided to them in the past.  

 Action deemed closed. 
 

Forum Logged: WG Assigned to:      NIE Networks Status: deemed Closed Due Date:  30.08.2017 

 154 Secure Meters DR - ESBN/NIE Networks to review contingency plans to determine if a co-
ordinated plan could apply in certain scenarios 

Update for 
ReMCoWG 

 Action logged at the last WG. 

 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 G McHale reported that the Secure Meters Test DR was successful.  

 A co-ordinated contingency plan was issued to all Suppliers.  

 Part of the that Secure DR Test was in relation to what would happen to Vulnerable Customers in 
the event of an outage and what ESBN and NIE Network’s roles and responsibilities would be. 

  Supplier’s contingency plans will be different and pertain to contracts with their service providers 
are.  

 G McHale provided a further update on the Secure Meters DR Test in AOB. 

 Action deemed closed. 
 

Forum Logged: WG Assigned to:      NIE Networks Status: deemed Closed Due Date:  30.08.2017 

4. Actions – New ReMCoWG Actions 

 
2 new Actions were logged at this meeting. 

 155 De-harmonisation - CER and UR to engage at director level 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See Section 2 ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: CER/UR Status: New Action Due Date:  30.09.2017 
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 156 De-harmonisation – CER/UR to update the ReMCoWG with the next steps. 

Discussion 
at 
ReMCoWG 

 See Section 2 ReMCoSG Meeting Feedback for details. 
 

 
Forum Logged: WG Assigned to: CER/UR Status: New Action Due Date:  30.09.2017 
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5.  ESBN/NIE Networks Update 

 

 
J Bracken presented slides on TIBCO Hub/Unplanned Outages & the Retail Market Programme.  
 
Refer to slides for full details.  

 

Unplanned Outages 2016 - 2017 
 
J Bracken reported that the system is stable and that there is nothing to report.  
 
G McHale reminded Suppliers who are planning an unplanned outage to contact Capita, ESBN and NIE 
Networks a couple of days in advance. Suppliers were also reminded to do their housekeeping as failure to 
do so could have an impact on unplanned outages.  
 
 

Retail Market Programme 
 
J Bracken outlined the key dates in the Retail Market Programme. This plan has been approved up to Q1/ 
2019.  
 
In additional, he outlined the following: 
 

 Assumptions 

 Dependencies 

 Role of Suppliers 

 Risks 
 
S Donnelly asked if ESBN/NIE Networks are working on this plan now or are waiting or UR’s decision with 
regard to de-harmonisation. 
 
G McHale replied that ESBN and NIE Networks have already begun to work on this plan.  
 
 
IT Managed Service Update 
 
G McHale presented a slide on IT Managed Services. 
 
Refer to slide for full details.  
 

 ESBN/NIE Networks are in the process of finalising the Capita to Atos Transition plan.  

 Suppliers will not be required to make any changes to their systems and Supplier IP Addresses will 
remain unchanged.  

 On the weekend just past an outage went successfully and notification was sent out when the 
system was back up and running.  

 The next outage is scheduled from 20:00 on Friday 22.09.2017 to 08:00 on Monday 25.09.2017. 
TIBCO Systems will be unavailable for both ROI and NI TIBCO Website, SFTP webservice will also 
be affected in NI. ESBN/NIE Networks are trying to keep disruption to Suppliers to a minimum.  

 
A session is scheduled for Suppliers to meet with the Atos Team in on Tuesday 12th September 2017 in 
City North Hotel.  
 
The current email address that Suppliers use to contact Capita directly for issues will be changed. 
ESBN/NIE Networks will issue a new email address and plan to have it for the workshop on 12th 
September. It will be very much the same people that Suppliers will continue to deal with on a daily basis.  
 
Any Supplier that has a separate commercial arrangement with Capita in terms of DR activities, will need to 
consider that as of from 01.10.2017 Capita will move across to Atos.  
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6.  CER Smart Metering Update 

 
E Gallagher provided a SMART Metering update.  
 

 The new SMART Metering phased approach is currently being considered by the Commission and a 
decision is expected shortly. 

 CER will bear in mind points raised by Suppliers at this forum in terms of de-harmonisation and SMART 
Metering.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

7.  Retail Market Design Update 

 
C Murphy provided the Market Design Update. 
 
 
DR/MCR1188 – Update MPD 09 to reflect Actual Market Process in relation to Meter and/or Service 
Removal. 
 
Refer to slides for details.  
 

 This DR was raised on a back of a P1 Safety incident that was highlighted by ESBN at the IGG 
Conference Call on 26.07.2017.  

 ReMCoDS plans to update the ROI Market Documentation to reflect the process which is already in 
place on the ground.  

 This new DR is looking for classification as ROI Specific. 
 
 

DR1188 classified as ROI Specific. 
 
 
 
MMR/Co-MMR 11.1 – Monday 2nd October  
 

 Co-MMR 11.1 Release date of Monday 2nd October 2017, joint release with MMR 11.1. 

 The CoBL will be re-versioned to 3.1 to include new Supplier Codes. The ROI Market Message 
Guides will also be re-versioned. DR/MCR 1188 changes will also be published.  

 Details will issue on Monday 4th September.  
 
 
 
Outages 
 
IT Service Provider Transition – Capita to Atos 
  

 There is a planned TIBCO outage in RoI & NI from 20:00 on Friday 22nd September to 08:00 on 
Monday 25th September 2017.  

 Workshop scheduled for Tuesday 12th September in the City North Hotel for Suppliers to meet the 
Atos Team. 

 Full outage details are available, as usual, on the RMDS Website. 
 

https://rmdservice.com/2017-outages/
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8.  Next Steps & AOB 

 
1 AOB item was recorded.  
 
Secure  Meters DR Test 
 
G McHale provided an update on the Secure Meters DR Test.  G McHale thanked Suppliers for their 
engagement with the test. 
 

 The Secure Meters DR test was successful.  

 There has been feedback sessions in terms of lessons learnt.  

 A Report is due to be complied by the end of September which will be issued out to all parties.  

 The Secure Meters DR Test will move to an annual activity starting in 2018. 
  
 
E Gallagher thanked the UR for attending this forum and giving an update on de-harmonisation. 
 
K Shields stated that he is happy to attend ReMCoWG Meetings in the future if needed. 
 
C Murphy agreed that this is a good idea.  
 
 
Next ReMCoWG:  
  

 1st November 2017 – Belfast.  
  

 
 

  


